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These Release Notes describe the new functions and features introduced in this release of the Cisco 

ServiceGrid
TM

 platform.  

The described functions are implemented with the Winter Release 2015 that was released on February 

22nd. 
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1 Release Notes V7.0 
 

This document describes the new functions of the Cisco ServiceGrid application as introduced in the 

Winter Release 2015 / Version 7.0. 

Additionally, this document does the following: 

 Outlines the new functions and modules. 

 Gives a brief look into how the new functions are implemented, administered, and used. 

 Describes the benefits of the new functions in minor use cases. 

 Describes how existing functions are extended or changed. 

1.1 Release Dates 

The functions of the Winter Release 2015 (Version 7.0) are available on Sunday afternoon 22
nd

 of 

February 2015 to all customers using the Cisco ServiceGrid main platform (sdcall.solvedirect.com). This 

release is in production on the Cisco ServiceGrid support platform from February 18
th

 2015. 

All customers running their own in-house infrastructure, or using a Cisco partner infrastructure will 

receive the release on a later date. These updates will take place after the update of the Cisco 

ServiceGrid main platform. Contact your implementation partner for the date of your update. 

1.2 Availability and Licensing of New Functions and Modules 

 With the update, all new functions and modules are installed on the platforms.  

 New functions and modules which are part of the general update are available to all customers of 

that platform. 

o Some functions are automatically available to all users. 

o Some functions or modules must be configured or activated first. 

o Some of the new functions and modules might be licensed separately before being used 

in customized systems. 
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2 Summary 

The following is a summary giving a brief insight into the new functions introduced with the 7.0 release: 

 Cisco ServiceGrid Portal 

o Performance improvements in ticket detail and ticket lists 

o Automatic refresh of ticket lists 

 Cisco B2B Connection 

o Message processing enhancements 

 Active SLA 

o New feature for monitoring and tracking the status of ongoing SLAs 

 Reporting Database 

o Enable direct database access for customers 

 Internal Functions 

o Setup function for usage of the reporting database 

o Enable Active SLA for customers 

 Operational Changes 

o Deployment of an Active SLA platform 

o Security improvements 
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3 Cisco ServiceGrid Portal 
3.1 Automatic Refresh of Ticket List  

3.1.1 Reason 

Currently, ticket updates are not reflected in ticket lists that are displayed in the dashboard. To view the 

current state of all tickets, we need to click the Search button of all visible lists manually. 

3.1.2 How does it work? 

After a ticket is saved by the user, all visible ticket lists of the dashboard are refreshed automatically 

without clicking the Search button. 

 

3.1.3 Setup 

To use the automatic refresh function, no additional setup is required. This behavior is activated by 

default and can be disabled for certain lists by a user individually. 
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3.2 Performance Improvements of Ticket Lists 

3.2.1 Reason 

Depending on the fields used and the filter criteria defined, it might take time for the ticket list to appear 

on screen. This enhancement reduces the time taken for the results to appear on the screen using 

improved ways to retrieve data from the database. 

3.2.2 How does it work? 

First, the statement for selecting all fields from the database is executed. The results that are available 

immediately are displayed. Paralleling, in a second step, the number of records found is calculated 

asynchronously by executing the same statement for the second time. Because of the change in the 

processing sequence, the results appear quickly. 

 

3.2.3 Setup 

You do not have to configure this feature. This behavior is available for all users and all portal lists 

automatically. 
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3.3 Performance Improvements of Ticket Detail 

3.3.1 Reason 

Depending on how the ticket detail setup is defined, it might take longer for the system to display the 

ticket details. This enhancement reduces the time it takes for the system to display the ticket details. 

3.3.2 How does it work? 

The way the ticket-detail form is rendered is optimized.  

3.3.3 Setup 

You do not have to configure this feature. This behavior is available for all users and all ticket-details 

automatically. 

3.3.4   Performance Improvement Tips 

There are also some possibilities in customization, to achieve additional performance improvements in 

rendering a ticket-detail form as given below: 

1. Reduce the fields of the setup and display only the information that is required by the user at that 

time. 

2. Deactivate unnecessary field buttons.  

3. Create field groups and collapse some groups as default. The user can open a field group with one 

click. 

4. Do not display or limit the history of a ticket as default or in specific ticket-detail setups. 
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4 B2B Connections 
4.1 New Fields in Tickets 

4.1.1 Reason 

To be more flexible in building connection and to be able to define additional conditions in message 

processing by inbound templates or outbound templates, three additional fields in the tickets table are 

added. 

4.1.2 How does it work? 

To calculate the duration of message processing of ServiceGrid, new fields are added to the call table. 

These fields are filled or calculated by the converter processes. 

The following table lists the new fields in the call table: 

Field Name Field Description 

Ownership This is a standard text field that stores the name of the partner who is currently 

responsible for the ticket. 

PartnerCoreTicketId In case a ticket is part of a connection between two partners using the 

ServiceGrid CORE, the Id of the corresponding CORE ticket is stored in this 

field. This field can be used in inbound templates and in outbound templates. It 

can be displayed in the ticket lists and ticket detail forms, but it cannot be 

updated manually. 

InitiatorRole In this field, the role (customer or provider) of the partner who created the ticket 

is stored. This field will be set automatically when a new ticket is saved. It can 

be used in outbound templates, and can be displayed in ticket lists and ticket 

detail forms. For this initiator role, the following fields are available: 

 Shortname 

 Name 

 Names (shortname + name) 

4.1.3 Setup 

These new fields are added and can be found in the dictionary of the SD.commoncontent. 

Label InternalFieldName SeqNr DataType Length Description 

Ownership /SD.call/Ownership 710 String 2000 Owner of the call 

PartnerCoreTicketId /SD.call/PartnerCoreTicketId 2960 Integer 10 TicketId of the corresponding partner core ticket 

InitiatorRoleShortNam
e /SD.call/BPRolesINI/ShortName 720 String 20 

ShortName of the Role of the initiator (creator) of the 
ticket 

InitiatorRoleName /SD.call/BPRolesINI/Name 730 String 50 Name of the Role of the initiator (creator) of the ticket 

InitiatorRoleNames InitiatorRoleNames 760 String 71 
ShortName and Name of the role of the editor of the 
ticket 
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5 Report Database 
5.1 Reason 

Until now a user is able to create reports based on tickets using SD.reports, the setup based business 

graphics feature of ServiceGrid or to download the ticket data, import them in to another tool and 

process the data. 

5.2 How does it work? 

With this release, a dedicated reporting database can be provided for one or multiple companies. This 

reporting database consists of a flat ticket table with about 600 fields. This table contains all ticket and 

ticket history records of the assigned companies.  

For more information about the fields, refer to the Report Database document.  

As far as the setup for your company is ready and you receive the access data (URL, Username, and 

Password), you are able to connect to your report database using the standard encrypted PostgreSQL 

connection protocol which means you can connect through ODBC, JDBC or others.  

In your report database, all tickets are available, which were created or updated after your report 

database setup was created. The replication of the ticket data from the production in to the report 

database is almost real-time. 

Both the ticket and ticket history are stored in this table. To distinguish between these kinds of records, 

the field recordtype is implemented. For each ticket, one record with recordtype=’c’ exists and an 

arbitrary number of history record with recordtype=’h’ exists. 

5.3 Setup 

You should send a service request ticket to Cisco if you want to use the report database. As long as the 

setup for your company is available and you have the access data (URL, UserName and Password), 

you should be able to connect to your report database and retrieve the tickets from there. 

  

http://docwiki.cisco.com/wiki/ServiceGrid_Article_-_Report_Database
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6 Active SLA 

This version offers the new Active SLA feature. This feature enables a highly-innovative user experience 

through a centralized dashboard and reporting capability for the connected multi-sourced ecosystem. It 

provides a real-time visibility and drill-down functionality for events threatening or breaching SLAs to 

enable a more proactive, end-to-end vendor management capability. 

Active SLA contains two features as follows: 

 Setup wizard: This function is built to define the business partners, the SLAs with these 

partners and the business outcomes of a company.  

 Radar screen: All tickets with current open SLAs are displayed on the Radar screen. The state 

of each SLA is visualized by displaying it on the green, yellow or red area of the radar.  

For more information about the above features, refer to the Active SLA document and Active SLA Radar 

document. 

6.1 ServiceGrid Setup 

You should send a service request ticket to Cisco if you want to use Active SLA. As long as the setup for 

your company is available, you should be able to connect to ServiceGrid. This should be first enabled by 

Cisco. After activation by Cisco, two new functions can be added to the dashboard of a ServiceGrid 

portal by the administrator. 

 

http://docwiki.cisco.com/wiki/ServiceGrid_Article_-_Active_SLA
http://docwiki.cisco.com/wiki/ServiceGrid_Article_-_Active_SLA_Radar
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If these functions are added to the portal, a user can switch between the Active SLA setup wizard and 

the radar screen. Both functions will be opened in a new browser tab. 

 

6.2 Setup Wizard Example 

The following figure displays the Active SLA setup wizard: 

 

6.3 Radar Screen Example 

The following figure displays the Active SLA radar screen: 
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7 Browser-Policy 

There are three browser-classes defined: 

Browser- 
class 

Browser Properties 

1 Firefox (last 2 major 
versions) 
 
Google Chrome (last 
2 major versions) 
 
IE11 

 Complete availability of product and application 

features (technician calendar, HTML-editor, and so on). 

 Graphical presentation (CSS layout). 

 No open browser related known errors. 
 

2 IE10 
 
 

 Limited availability of product and application-features. 

 Limited graphical presentation (CSS-Layout). 

 There may be browser-related bugs/known errors. 

3 IE9 
 
 

 Limited availability of product and application-features. 

 Highly limited graphical presentation (CSS-Layout). 

 Open browser-related bugs/known errors. 

 

Following browser-versions were tested for Release V 7.0 in accordance with the browser classes: 

 IE11, IE10, and IE9 

 Firefox V35-V33 

 Google Chrome V40-V38 

 Following browser-versions were tested for the Active SLA new feature:  

 Google Chrome V40  

 Firefox V35  

 IE11 and IE10   
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8 Internal Functions of ServiceGrid 
8.1 Function for Maintenance of Report Databases  

8.1.1 Reason 

This function is to enable the report database feature for a new customer.  

8.1.2 How does it work? 

This function can be activated for a customer by placing the Slony replication on the platform of this 

customer. For each customer who uses this feature, a dedicated tickets table and a database user 

should be created in the reporting database. This is done automatically after the report database is 

created using this function. 

To enable this feature for a customer, three actions should be performed as follows: 

1. Create a new report database entry. 

By saving the new report database record, a value for the field schema is generated 

automatically. This value is used as name for the schema as well as for the database user for 

this customer. 
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2. Assign the affected companies to the new report database record. 

 

3. Request a password for the new database user and the URL of the report database instance 

for this customer from managed services.  

 

8.1.3 Setup 

This function is only available for limited $$-users and should to be added to the portal of the Cisco 

ServiceGrid company on all platforms. 
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8.2 Enable the Active SLA Feature for a Customer 

If a customer wants to use Active SLA, enable the Active Sla Management feature for the company. As 

long as this feature is enabled, the customer is able to customize Active SLA functions within the portal 

of that customer. 
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9 Operational Changes 
9.1 Report Database 

9.1.1 Architecture   

 

The report database is used as follows: 

 As single tenant database for direct database access by customers. 

 As data source for Active SLA. 

9.1.2 Setup 

After the Slony replication is implemented, up and running, two Sql-scripts should be executed on the 

Slony slave as follows: 

1. reportDatabase-functions.sql 

With this script, the triggers and functions that are used for copying the call data into a customer schema 

are created. It creates insert triggers and update triggers on call table and callhistory table and the fan-

out function to insert or update the data in the ticket table. 

2. reportDatabase-triggers.sql 

With this script, the insert triggers and delete triggers on the reportdatabase table are created. These 

triggers create the required setup for a single customer who requested the usage of the report database. 

 New database schema contains the following: 

 Table tickets within this schema 

 New database user 

 The password for this user should be defined manually by an ALTER ROLE statement in psql. 
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9.2 Active SLA 

9.2.1 Architecture 

 

 

9.2.2 Deployment 

For setting up an Active SLA platform, several SW packages should be deployed as follows: 

 Load balancer and NGINX for the Active SLA UI and API 

 Cassandra cluster (latest version, maintained by MS) 

 Elastic Search cluster (latest version, maintained by MS) 

 Static view of the Active SLA UI (a Debian package will be provided by Software Engineering) 

 Active SLA APIs (a Debian package will be provided by Software Engineering) 

 AKKA cluster and the Active SLA engine (a Debian package will be provided by Software 

Engineering) 

Some additional network configuration should be performed as follows: 

 There must be access from the Active SLA platform to all connected report databases. 

 A trusted channel between one Active SLA platform (APIs) and the connected ServiceGrid 

platforms is needed. 

o ServiceGrid makes privileged API calls for authentication. 

o A specific port should be defined which is only accessible by a ServiceGrid IP. For this 

purpose, a security group should be defined in cloud management UI. 

o An additional nginx configuration is needed. 

o The URL for ServiceGrid to access one Active SLA platform is defined in 

callcenter.properties by the property ACTIVE_SLA_URL. See New Properties section. 
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9.3 Prevent Clickjacking 

To prevent clickjacking, the property FRAME_EMBEDDED_ALLOWED in callcenter.properties must be 

set to false. In this case, the http response header parameter X-FRAME-OPTIONS is set to 

SAMEORIGIN. This is done for ServiceDesk (SD²) in all jsp-pages and it is set for portal by the Lift 

framework automatically. 

This setting must not be done on all BA platforms, because the ServiceGrid application is embedded in 

an IFrame. 

 

9.4 Disable Unused Http Methods  

As a security measure, Cisco ServiceGrid disallows all unnecessary Http methods. Some of the 

standard http methods can be used by attackers to circumvent “Http-only-cookies.” Therefore, 

everything except HEAD, GET, and POST are disabled for SD² and the portal.  

 

9.5 New Properties in Callcenter.Properties 

Additional properties are added to callcenter.properties as given in the following table: 

Property DefaultValue Description 

ACTIVE_SLA_SETUP_WIZARD_UI
_URL 

Empty URL of the SSUE portal in which the setup wizard of the associated 
Active SLA platform is displayed. 

ACTIVE_SLA_RADAR_SCREEN_U
I_URL 

Empty URL of the SSUE portal in which the radar screen of the associated 
Active SLA platform is displayed. 

ACTIVE_SLA_CLIENT_URL Empty URL where static viewer files of DGLogik for the associated Active 
SLA platform are deployed. 

ACTIVE_SLA_API_URL Empty URL of the Active SLA APIs of the associated Active SLA platform 
(https://DOMAIN:8443/api) 

FRAME_EMBEDDED_ALLOWED False If set to false value SAMEORIGIN is set for http response header 
parameter X-FRAME-OPTIONS. 

 


